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Introduction
Existing as we do in a totsl environment, being
the universe, among natural feelings and objects
every second of our lives, man within the realm of
nature, scarcely realizes the interests and relation
ship of natures creation. Most humans do not stop to
consider, to think, how vast and complicated is this
mere earth and that it i*as intended with its vast in
ternal wealth and vibrant beauty solely for the use
of man, to unleash his potential wisdom.
Usefulness and beauty seem to be everywhere
blended. To trace the perfection of nature from the
smallest particle of energy, to the grand expanse
of the Universe, is the province of man. With man's
seemingly destructive intellect, he is prlviledged
to enter the laboratory of nature, not to dictate,
but to be enlightened.
"As it is, we are merely bolting our lives -
gulping down undigested experiences as fast as
we can stuff them in - because awareness of our
own existence is so superficial and so narrow,
that nothing seems to us more boring than
simple
being." 1
1Alan W. Watts, The Book (New York; Collier
Books, 1966) , p. 128.
One must begin to know himself, to find a god
within himself; to know and react to his Infinite
senses, centered by such a fabulous abundance of nerves
as the brain. And when you consider that this incal
culably subtle organism is inseparable from the still
more marvelous riatterne of its environment, from the
minutest electrical designs to the whole company of
the galaxies - how is it conceivable that this incar
nation of all eternity can be bored with being?
It is for this reason, I have undertaken this
thesis. The purpose of the thesis being to explore
and project my thoughts on the new suocultural
in-
tellectualism, comparing man to nature and present
it in the form of drawn as well as printed statements
accompanied by written free verse relative to my own
enlightenment. I will strive to inform those who will
listen, of the basic underlying forces and influences
which have brought about the new generations revolu




With the narrow traditionalism of the West and
Judeo-Christian philosophy, that knows so much about
the nature of God and so little about mans own nature,
one can understand the civil and social strife that
exists within our civilized network.
The intellectual state of possessing the wisdom
to know ones real self and his duality with the uni
verse, which is rapidly growing in the network of
our new generation, is the direct result of mans in
human mechanism and technology.
The movement is seeking to counteract the des
tructive nature of the inhuman adaptation of tech
nology and return to the earth as part of its nature,
using technology for the perfection of man and his
natural environment.
As it stands at present, the persons governing
our civilization are rapidly leading everyone to the
ultimate end, being thermonuclear extermination.
The Increasing interest and involvement of our
younger generation in humanity is seeking, through the
arts (aside from its civil involvement) to inform and
stimulate our nation to become involved themselves
as groups or as individuals to promote through under
standing humane values, to
discover and practice the
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underlying love and peace that is hidden within every
natural being.
If everyone could become more active -in exploring
the governing forces of their own lives, they would
begin to understand the shortcomings of the structure.
For the most part those who criticize in an ignorant,
unconstructive way, the movements within the new genera
tion are those who become belligerent when confronted
by elements of the movement. Thus closing themselves
off in their own suburban shell of material happiness.
It has been made so easy for the majority of persons
to gain a stockpile of material wealth, that the
true existance of living itself becomes a mechanical
fclse happiness.
The ever increasing knowledge and technical
advancements to date have at least begun to make man
aware of his incomplete false spirituality.
The beings who have realized their ignorance
by a narrow existance in this mechanical thunderstorm
are searching for a reality in a world of love and peace.
They are drawing from such philosophies as Zen Buddhism,
Hinduism, Metaphysical and Transcendental Meditation
which teach and project the reality of being, an
awareness of mans real self in his total environment.
It is a cosmic consciousness that exists in everyone
as natural wisdom.
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Within our Western spirituality it is believed
that through a religious and moral life of suffering
one gets to Heaven and there he will enjoy an eter
nal "Heavenly
Bliss."
This is after death. This
is a false interpretation of Christ's message.
One does not have to die before he can enter the
Kingdom of rteaven. The message of Christ has
never been one of suffering.
"He only gave the right way, a direct way,
to enjoy life and enjoy all values of life.
"The Kingdom of Heaven is within," this was
said by Christ. It's only that the message
has not been understood.
Transcendental meditation provides the
missing link for every religion, such a uni
versal principle of meditation. The manci
ple on which this meditation is based is
nothing new, only a matter of knowing the
viewpoint. That is all. Each mind has a
natural instinct, a natural faculty to go to
a field of greater happiness. A redio
singing, a better melody comes from a different
source, immediately the mind will run on to
it. No training is necessary. No time will
be lost. No strenuous practices are needed.
If that is the grester glory, the mind will
catch on to it very naturally. This is the
natural tendency of every mind. Just this
tendency is sufficient to lead the mind from
the outer glories of life to the inner
Heavenly
Bliss." 2
Meditation being the basis of Buddhism and
Hinduism, provides a good example of the thought
behind the love and peace the new intellectualism
is concerned with. This is relative to all elements
2MahariFhi Mahesh Yogi, The Meditations of
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi ( New York: Bantam Books, Inc.,
1968) , p. 90.
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of the movement.
The movement has happened and is growing
naturally because when ones mind, outside in the
world is hovering from point to point in search
of greater happiness because no r.oint is able to
fascinate the mind to such a great extent as to
satisfy the thirst for happiness, such a mind will
easily turn within and will spontaneously, auto
matically, get on to that field of Being which is
the ocean of happiness inside. It is only a matter
of information and correct direction. With the two
the mind finds increasing charm. The charm attracts
the mind by itself naturally.
Thus the civil and artistic social elements
of the movement are seeking provide the information




Many seeking to be immediately
Involved in
the movement, seeking the state
of mind of love and
peace have grasped on to drugs. The drugs if any
thing have initiated the interest In true reality
of mans being. Drugs for most have provided an
awareness of mans atomic energy, moving and flowing
with energy of nature. It Is only a instant unnatural
form of arriving at the happiness that their minds
are naturally in search of. Drugs have provided
as much of an outlet as alcohol has provided for
those trying to be appart from the world they most
naturally dislike. But further drugs have provided
many with an inlet and an Involvement with some
thing they believe in.
When one discovers through experience the
true feeling of existence apart from the inhuman
technical structure of society a state of religious
peace and love is absorbed and naturally projected.
Eventually I believe most involved with drugs will
find through wisdom their peace within themselves
and maintain the growth of the infinite peace that
is within them.
"Love brings the real, and not just the
ideal, vision of what others ere because it
is a glimpse of what we are bodily. For what
is ordinarily called the body is an abstrac
tion. It is the conventional fiction of an
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object seen apart from Its relation to the
universe, without which it has no reality
whatsoever. But the mysterious and unsought
uprising of love Is the
experience of com
plete relationship with another, transforming




- /atts, Nature, Man and Woman
, second




The new intellectualism has to be viewed as
a total experience relative to its most important
existing influences which 1 have previously mentioned
as Zen Buddhism and Hinduism. I will further elabor
ate on the subject.
For example, the Hindu conception of a full
life postulates that harmony of three activities:
Dharma, Artha , and Kama. Dharma being a life of
religious duty, Artha, social welfare (economic
and political activity), and Kama, the life of the
senses (love). The Hindu view of nature itself
is that it embodies both the male and female prin
ciple as a basic oneness. This can be easily il
lustrated by visual art of the oriental cultures.
For example, the Interpretation of a god, part
male and part female Illustrates this oneness. To
further Illustrate the point, in the embrace of
his beloved, a man forgets the whole world, every
thing both within and witnout. In
the same way,
he who embraces the Self knows neither within or
without. The Hindu view of salvation being that of
the union of the individual soul with the universal,
the utter merging of one in
the other.
Very similar in
Nature Is Zen Buddhism, some
times referred to as the school of meditation (pre
viously discussed).
It is s school of Buddhism
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which consists of experiencing the enlightenment
Buddha possessed. It was he who strongly upheld
the awakening of Prajna (Wisdom).
Zen proposes the awakening of Prajna from the
depths of consciousness, where it ordinarily lies
dormant. Zen lives within the framework of Budd
hist teaching, which consists of two factors:
Prajna end Karuna (love). Thus Zen also upholds
the Karuna aspects of the Buddhist's experience -
the creating agent that produces all kinds of contri
vances to help fellow beings to come to the reali
zation of Prajna.
Considerable interest in Zen was seen in the
West during the decades immediately following World
War II. Most recently the uprising of meditation
has become the meditations of Maharlshl Mahesh Yogi
and the metaphysical meditations of Paramaharsa
Yogananda. (The nature of which is a free, Inno
cent go to the inner happiness, to self-realization,
to the love, peace, and serenity of the Kingdom of
Heaven within . ) There is no need for the interposi
tion of an outside Reality called God. Human is
divine. If there is a God, we are so much part
of it and it of us that there is no difference.
10-
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is natural end necessary. Thomas Merton is one
who I totally agree with. He states,
"
It is no
longer reasonable or right to leave all decisions
to a largely anonymous power elite, that Is driving
us all, in our passivety, towards ruin. We have
to make ourselves heard.
" ^
The breakup and reformation of society is in
evitable. It is already happening and is a recurrent
cycle, evident in the history of the world. But
existing as a Christian you must see that your
mission is not to contribute to the blended forces
of annihilation which tend to destroy civilization
and mankind together. Man must seek to build rather
than to destroy. He must orient his efforts as a
Christian ( understanding the true meaning) towards
world unity and not towards
world division,, no
matter what his efforts might be.
The movement that is being projected through
the arts is a true form of being. Creative activity
is itself a pure form of expression. The sounds,
images and words come from deep within the mind as
^Thomas Merton, Breakthrough to Peace (New York:
New Directions, 1962), p. 116.
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a result of a persons relationship to the activities
of his worldly environment. As it stands presently
there Is really no one point or styles of expression
to be dwelled upon. Therefore we are experiencing
an ever changing and enthusiastic experience in the
form of art, whether it be in music, literary ex
pression, fine arts, fashion, or whatever. One
who is involved either on the inside or the outside
cannot escape its impact, simply because it exists
everywhere. For those who remain within their
narrow traditionalism and apart from new forms of
expression, the vitality that accompanies it, only
by ignorance tend to have canned opinions and make
pre-judgement. These are the ones who are danger
ous to everyone, because they are the ones who make
any new feeling Intellectual activity radical. This
is the slmpllst way for ignorance to justify itself.
Here information and direction are vital.
It is through creative activity that we as
artists try to bring forth basic truisms concerning
humanity. One who understands the true meaning of
existence would know that the world we live in is
a unit of flowing energy and matter, all created to
live or exist together, but barred only by language.
Thus the International form of lasting communication
has always been History and the Arts.
Such beings as Allen Ginsberg, Alan Watts, Rod
McKuen, Leonard Cohen, Ferlinghetti, the Beatles,
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Bob Dylan, Donovan, Ravi Shankar, Peter Max, and Andy
Warhol, to name only a minute number of artist, each
a privee of peace, have and are providing the world
with the true meaning of freedom, love and peace.
They are for the most part making people aware of
the happiness they have found, and thus making
those people aware of their own existence, providing
entertainment in its pure and personal form.
For example, in Ginsberg's poem, "Portland
Coloseum,"
he exhibits the world as it is beneath
and on the surface. It is as follows:
"... Apparition, four brown
jacket Christhair boys...
All jump together to end




bounce in their seats, bash
each other's sides, press-
legs together nervous
as black knees move
the musicians,.






While a line of police with
folded. arms stands
Sentry to contain the red
sweatered ecstacy
that rises upward to the
.wired roof.
" 5
^Allen Ginsberg, T.V. Baby Poems (New York:
Grossman Publishers, Inc., 1968), p. 13.
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Allen Ginsberg projects to the masses, in his
numerous public appearances , many Buddhist chants
Involving a constant droning sound and very simple,
orderly and rythmical chanting. In total a very
free flowing and silent experience. Even though
the sound is all encompassing it provides a total
environment from which one can draw the self, the
bodily energy and tranquil peace and feeling of
happiness as part of the natural world.
Probably one of the most simple direct, sincere
beings is Donovan, a folk, artist, who preaches his
poetic words to all who will listen in the form of
music. (All should) This poetic verse reflects
what the new Intellectuallsm is trying to project.
One verse from a song entitled, The Did of Doesn't
Have to Be, serves as a fine illustration. It goes
as follows:
"There is a land not far from the ears of
sound
the eyes of sight can't see
its. over the trees
you'll be there by tomorrow's breeze
few people get there quick by their chosen
road






Records, CBS , Inc., 1967), "The Did of Doesn't
Have to Be".
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Another such song verse goes in pert as follo\ve:
Someone Singing
"Happy I am
All on a new day
happy I am
peoole and flowers
are one in the same
all in a chain
at the beginning of a new world
someone's singing and I think it's me
youth is winging
and longs to be free
and so you see
love Is only feeling feeling for you
love Is only feeling feeling for
me." 7
Here lies the truth, we see in Donovan's
works a knowledge of himself, a knowledge that there
exists basic unity between self and other, individual
and universe. His success lies in the fact that he
Is at peace with himself and naturally projects the
love he has found, to be experienced by others, to
aid and give direction to those who will listen.
The Beatles, who are considered to be the
classic musicians of our time, provided one of the
greatest influences to the new generation about the
time they released the Sgt. Pepper's Album (May 1967).
With this album, the Beatles an English group, intro
duced Ravi Shankar, one of the greatest Indian sitar
musicians, to the Western world. As a great writer,
^Donovan, "A Gift From a Flower to a
Garden"





composer, and musician, he worked in harmony with
the Beatles, introducing an Indian flavor to their
music, creating a classical, total experience in
expansion of consciousness.
The music came at a time when the masses of
the younger generation whom are musically orientea,
were searching for a new "high". The album pro
vided the experience. With this came a new interest
in Hindu and Zen Buddhism. Meditation them became
an ever-growing form of reality.
The Beatles, whom were at the time the biggest
idols of the young generation, became involved with
Marharishi Mahesh Yogi. This was the direction
that the new generation needed, to begin to further
understand oneself and his polarity to nature.
This new stronger interest in spirituality created
the discipline needed to strengthen the structure
of our young and maintain their awareness of their
environment.
The actions of man are like a hub and a wheel
moving over a pitted earth.
If the hub, being the
center of the wheel's direction, and momentum, is
defective, the wheel will eventually destroy itself.
But if their is a basis of strength and perfection
from which the wheel can turn, it will endure its
function. The hub is the self. The perfection of its
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engineering is knowledge of the self. and Its re
lationship to the wheel and the earth. The wheel
then is the spirit with which man applies his abili
ty to the earth, (the Universe).
I believe the Western civilization is, thus
far, man's most desparate effort to beat the game,
to understand, control and fix the collapsing of
life, and It may be that its very strength and skill
all the more rapidly dissolve Its dreams. But
if this is not to be so, technical power must be in
the hands of a new kind of man.
Marshall McLuhan calls the deficiency a form of
self hypnosis, "Narcissus narcosis, a syndrome where
by man remains as unaware of the psychic and social
effects of his new technology as a fish of the
water it swims
In."
"The startling truth is that our best efforts
for civil rights, international peace, population
control, conservation of natural resources, and
assistance to the starving of the earth (urgent as
they are) will destroy rather than help If mode in
the present spirit. For as things stand, we have
nothing to give. If our
own riches and our own
way of life are not
enjoyed here, they will not be
enjoyed anywhere else. Certainly they will supply
the immediate jolt of energy and hope that methedrine
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and similar drugs, give in extreme fatigue. But
peace can be made only by those who are peaceful
and love can be shown only by those who love. No
work of love will flourish out of guilt, fear, or
hallowness of heart, just as no valid plans for
the furture can be made by those who have no ca
pacity for living
now."
Eternally and always there is only now, one
and the same now, the present is the only thing
that has no end.
Now Is the time, we have to turn the systematic
breeding of dissatisfaction, as stimulated and
suggested by technological production, into greater
awareness of the processes going on Inside mans mind.
Our younger generation processes the potential to
bring about the love and peace, and the awareness
civilization needs. They may not possess all the
answers to the remolding of the earthly mechanism
as does anyone, but they do possess the key to all
practical proposals.
The key lies In a return to human feelings
and sensativities, to moral values, and to life
regarding procedures as controlling factors in the
8Allan W. Watts, The Book (New York: Collier
Books, 1966) , p. 104.
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operation of Intelligence. The problems our nation
has tried to solve by mechanical weapons alone,
operated by a detached and demoralized mechanical
Intelligence, have proved Insoluble by those means.
Our chances for intelligent, sensitive leaders
so far have been crushed by a handful of poor,
neurotic vultures breeded by the nation's destruc
tive immoral and inhuman values. I am speaking of
Martin Luther King, John F. Kennedy, and Robert
Kennedy .
There are also those who have been defeated
such as Senator Eugene McCarthy, George McGovern,
by an Insensitive, seemingly ignorant society of
passivists molded by traditionalism, technical and
social propaganda, each possessing enough natural
wealth to keep themselves comfortably passive.
Since 1945, the American Government has de
voted the better part of our national energies to
preparations for wholesale human extermination.
This strange enterprise has been disguised as a
scientifically sound method of ensuring world peace
and national security, but it has obviously failed
at every point on both counts.
"We are in need of a new policy, wholly
concerned to re-establish the moral controls
and political cooperations necessary to en
able mankind to halt the threatening misuse








Even in a purely military sense, this
changed orientation might produce the greatest
difficulties for those Communist governments
(whom we are officialy obsessed with) who mis
understand its intention and sought to turn it
to their private national advantage. Russia
would no more be able to escape the impact of
our humane plans and moralized proposals than
It was able to avoid the Impact and challenge
of our nuclear weapons. If we rallied the
farces of mercy, human-heertedness, and morality
vbv.
with'
the.! vigor with which we have .marshalled'U -
the dehumanized forces of destruction, what
government could stand against us and face its
cynical suspicions and
misgivings?" 9
Lewis Mumford's proposal seems to be a strong
and logical one, but to bring about such a state of
humane involvement each person must become aware of
himself and his relation to the society in which he
performs.
I am not the individual to spell out a new
policy of reunification (this must be of mass concern)
but I do feel It Is my responsibility as an artist
to present a moral truth, relative to my strong
feelings on the subject previously discussed in the
form of a creative endeavor. For example, the
drawing on the opposite page, (fig. 3 ) illustrates
the peaceful state of mind established when one
reaches the point of being conscious of ones own
cosmic being and its duality to the natural world.
The bird and flower being (Oriental symbols) symbols
^Lewis Mumford , j.Breakthrough to Peace (New York:
New Directions, 1962) , p. W.
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of man and woman. The serene figure represents the
conscious inner being existing within and as part of
the network of the universal natural world.
The softness of the drawing projects the love
and happiness I have naturally experienced relative




Man needs to be informed and transported into
a light; the light of knowing the peace, the love
myself and many others have found in experiencing
their true being.
Extending this further, into the arts, experience
in the form of art, when reflected upon, solves more
problems with have troubled philosophers and resolves
more hand and fast dualisms than any other theme of
thought .
In creative production, the external and physi
cal world is more than a mere means or external con
dition /of perceptions, Ideas, and emotions, it is
subject matter and sustainer of
conscious'
activity
and thereby exhibits, the fact that consciousness is
not a separate realm of being; but is the manifest
quality of existence when
nature is most free and
most active. To define mans relationship to the
natural world is to limit it.
No one can tell another how, one can only
present another with reflections and conditions
with which to gain the awareness of one's self.
In this relationship It is something that
must
take place as naturally as the serenity, peace,
and sensitivity that is
possessed and projected




In this light I have produced a natural and
spontaneous reflection in the form of visual mater
ial as well as poetic free verse. I feel that all
the creative material I have presented in relation
to the project are pure projections of truth, be
cause of the free flowing manner in which they were
executed. This is the natural state of mind pre
senting itself in visual and verbal terms. The
drawings reflect this inner experience, that of self-
realization, of serenity and peace. It is a kind
of silent cosmic rapport with nature.
If anyone has ever experienced the desert at
night, where there exists an abundance of sand and
universal eternity, where one transports his con
sciousness out beyond and motion that exists, one
would begin to be aware of the experience I speak of.
With this state of awareness one begins to find
the God within himself and experience a totality of
being. It is a total relaxation, an ectascy, a pure
state of being. When this exists within an indivi
dual, he will find it all around him in the universe
of nature.
The state produces a happy wonderment that
possesses one to expand himself further into his
relationship with others. This I
believe is where




witmn tne same realm lies the essence of my
free verse. It Is a natural, direct, and spon
taneous verbal reflection, which Is meant to be
as it Is, In every aspect of literary structure.
(refer to p. 2 7 ) The free verse exists purely as
poetic statements based upon personal experiences,
viewing man living outside the realm of his natural
existence, seemingly striving to fill the emptiness
with a false form of happiness. I present this
essay , the free verse and visual material in hope
that it might stimulate someone to wonder and thus
seek to explore their own human existence and re
lationship to their natural environment. There Is
potential love, happiness, and peace lying dormant
within everyone's bodily prison. Now is the time to
unleash this energy. Your time is running out.
-24-
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The naked time of life's
pondering nothingness.
The silent thunder,
no rain intense heat,
intense heat we grow potent-
Naturally spaced - contemplating a wealthy mind
nature has to offer.
The physical end - a wall of bricks, mortared
with the Sanity of God.
and laid to rest in the minds of our people
Give them golden flowers, we will
Remember you well;
The naked time of life's
pondering nothingness.
The silent thunder an occasional cloud of smoke
no rain, intense heat.
Love the Season of Man




We will direct you to a shining peace.
Cope with the unnatural storm
It must be spring,
The Flower red flash red
Eyelids - a blinding white
Later - warm blue
The leaf feels strong and fresh.




Maintain its natural velocity,
To save our people
Beings cosmic
to know Its place in the eternal network
Flash white no rain
Intense heat; Burned to a perfect sphere.
Cold and self inflicted
-27-




to us, let us again be one.
help, build a wheel of stone
to roll us back into our bodies, 180
float silently




hl'l 2. alk IB M Fark before we gjj back to the Zoo. "
United you stand.
Watching ourselves through a Thermonuclear
Membrane ,
Peering like a voyer at the natural world
Dabbling at human nature
Dominated by fear - striving destruction




Peering to devour the human actions
Products of your own inhumanity.
you:






Time is it, you need unconscious.
Knowledge
Your own source of atomic, worldly, cosmic energy.
for score and seven - our forefathers
FORGET IT I
Now




A little heat - the grass turns chartreuse
in the sun,
4 people - 2 pulling a kite
2 pulling a child
1 imitating a child
1 imitating an adult
He ran down the hill
Walking up
She ran up the hill
Walking down
Where was the bee? Did he fly away?
1 said, I didn't think-
you'd make that one.
If you knew your self,
you'd know he'd make that one.
2 said, Yogananda,
"Fix your mind Inwardly between
the eyebrows on the shoreless lake
of peace
Watch the eternal circle of rippling
peace around you.
I am the prince of perpetual peace.
Playing in a drama of sad and happy
dreams
on the stage of experience.
1 said, I guess I'd better practice to do It
right before I do it again.
2 said, we'll ignore that
One is rolling through the trees
2 is walking the path
I think we have to get closer.
Do you want to keep score?
Should
I?
All 4 of them
2 floating the warm with their
friend kite
2 flowing with their child
Look, you too
6 rolling across the
chartreuse grass
Now.
"Sit still in breathless silence,
expecting every
minute





300 - 50 miles
they receive their reward
Hot Dog a carton
of warm milk
Plastic Bags
Garbage cans of goodies
Like a colony of starving ants
they come to crawl into
their own garbage can





2 tried to hold out
Flying their kite
They Can't
Hey Jim over here
No I can't I promised Jack
his dinner he still sleeping
Don't forget to be at the race
at 1
Wear your sweatshirt the short sleeved
one. Everyone will know you.
Such a wide expanse
Everyone around the garbage cans
Wallowing in their own garbage.
That poor dog can't find his place.
not enough cans
a lot of garbage
Everyone double up.
Hey look the newspaper is here
Everyone pretend they're having fun
try to be unique
He might take your picture





Keep stuffing in down your
throats.






I'll have to get back to the house and get
some.
Go back and pick your self up
-31-
Take along all your friends
Mayonaise Beer potato chips 2 cartons of
warm milk. Everyone has their
Salami Sandwich
I just discovered
everyone
has one
hard
boiled
egg
-32-

